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Abstract. A passive, optical cell sorter is created using the light pat-
tern of a ’nondiffracting’ beam—the Bessel beam. As a precursor to
cell sorting studies, microspheres are used to test the resolution of the
sorter on the basis of particle size and refractive index. Variations in
size and, more noticeably, refractive index, lead to a marked differ-
ence in the migration time of spheres in the Bessel beam. Intrinsic
differences �size, refractive index� between native �unlabeled� cell
populations are utilized for cell sorting. The large difference in size
between erythrocytes and lymphocytes results in their successful
separation in this beam pattern. The intrinsic differences in size and
refractive index of other cells in the study �HL60 human promyelo-
cytic leukaemic cells, murine bone marrow, and murine stem/
progenitor cells� are not large enough to induce passive optical sepa-
ration. Silica microsphere tags are attached to cells of interest to
modify their size and refractive index, resulting in the separation of
labeled cells. Cells collected after separation are viable, as evidenced
by trypan blue dye exclusion, their ability to clone in vitro, continued
growth in culture, and lack of expression of Caspase 3, a marker of
apoptosis. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

he ability to separate rare cells from a mixed population of
ells is of great importance in biology and medicine. For ex-
mple, the separation of stem cells from the bone marrow
one cell in 104� or metastatic cancer cells from peripheral
lood is of current clinical interest. Many innovative sorting
echniques are emerging that show promise for sorting these
are cell types.

ddress all correspondence to Lynn Paterson, University of Saint Andrews, Bute
edical School, Bute Building, Saint Andrews, Fife KY16 9TS, UK; E-mail:
.Paterson@hw.ac.uk
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A traditional system for sorting cells makes use of immu-
nolabeling. Antibodies to cell surface markers are used to at-
tach magnetic beads or fluorescent tags to cells of interest,
facilitating magnetic cell sorting1 or fluorescently activated
cell sorting.2 Tagging cells in this manner is time consuming
and is dependent on the use of available antibodies to known
cell surface markers. These technologies make use of large
amounts �millilitres� of analyte and millions of cells. New
technologies for cell sorting are emerging that can be used
with rare or precious cell samples in nanoliter volumes. For
such volumes, we need new and innovative sorting schemes
1083-3668/2007/12�5�/054017/13/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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hat readily deal with small volumes of analyte and are pow-
rful in a microfluidic environment. A recent, exciting method
o achieve sorting is to utilize sculpted optical potential en-
rgy landscapes �patterns� in combination with microfluidics,3

here optical forces may induce motion in the absence of
ow or compete with Stokes drag forces in a flow to initiate
eparation. In the flow-free regime, the varying optical gradi-
nt force experienced by an object causes it to move across
he landscape to the brightest part of the optical field.4 Opto-
horesis uses a moving optical gradient field where cells in a
opulation are analyzed according to their induced or modi-
ed motion.5 A ring pattern has been used for separation of
ast and slow moving sperm, trapping the slow moving cells
n the ring but allowing the more motile cells to escape the
rap.6 Acousto-optically generated potential energy landscapes
ave been used to sort polydispersed colloid.7 Dielectrophore-
is �DEP�, the translational motion of charge-neutral matter
aused by polarization effects in nonuniform electric fields,8,9

nd light-induced dielectrophoresis10 are other potential
chemes for sorting. In the presence of flow, these methods
or cell sorting require microfluidic systems, which may need
xpensive micropumps and specialized microchambers in
hich to perform assays,3 or the fabrication of microfluidic

hannels coupled to electrodes.8–10 Flow-free methods thus
ay have advantages in some instances. Furthermore, it is

mportant to state that all optical methods of cell sorting, ei-
her with or without flow, are generally unproven for a variety
f cell phenotypes, though much promise is shown with col-
oidal particles.3

In this work multiple cell types are explored with respect
o our flow-free optical sorting method. Erythrocytes and lym-
hocytes, the HL60 human promyelocytic leukaemia cell line,
nd murine bone marrow and progenitor/stem cells, are all
assively sorted using the pattern of a ’nondiffracting’ Bessel
eam. These cell types are of importance in biology and es-
ecially medicine, where sorting and recovery of these pre-
ious cells from a small amount of analyte is desired. Differ-
nces in size or refractive index between cell types due to
heir intrinsic properties may result in varying optical forces
n the cells, and can be used to sort these native �unlabeled�
ell types in our passive optical cell sorter. It has been re-
orted that mesenchymal stem cells �MSCs� have unique
ualities distinct from fully differentiated cells, such as cy-
oskeleton organization,11 which may influence shape due to
ltered stress levels within the cell,12 and cell density.13 These
roperties may result in stem cells having a different refrac-
ive index from fully differentiated cells, and these differences

ay be utilized in our flow-free, passive, optical cell sorter.
The passive, optical sorter is a simple light pattern of con-

entric rings with a bright central maximum created by a
essel beam. This work is the first detailed study of a passive
ptical cell sorter where multiple cell types are examined. Our
esults are applicable to both flow-free and microfluidic opti-
al cell sorters, where optical forces on particles compete with
rag force.

The work is structured as follows:
1. As a precursor to cellular studies, the migration times of

icrospheres in the Bessel beam are measured to determine
he effect on migration time of changing the size and refrac-
ive index of particles.
2. The migration times of unlabeled cell populations in the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-
Bessel beam �erythrocytes and lymphocytes, HL60 promyelo-
cytic leukaemia cells, and murine bone marrow cells and mu-
rine hematopoietic progenitor/stem cells� are measured. We
investigate if these native cell types �unlabeled/untagged
cells� with intrinsic differences in size or refractive index can
be sorted on the basis of their intrinsic properties alone, with-
out the need for tagging.

3. The migration times of tagged cells of interest in the
Bessel beam are measured. We investigate the use of silica
microsphere labels to enhance passive, optical sorting in the
beam for cell types that cannot be separated due to differences
in their intrinsic properties.

4. The viability of cells, sorted by the Bessel beam then
collected by microcapillary, is tested using a variety of tech-
niques.

5. Finally, we discuss the limitations of this passive, opti-
cal sorting technique in terms of sorting cells in their native
state �unlabeled cells�. We also examine how this is circum-
vented by attaching silica labels to cells of interest to maxi-
mize the usefulness of this new optical sorting technology.

2 Results

In the following three sections, we examine the movement of
different particles and cell types in the Bessel beam to deter-
mine if we can sort cells using merely the optical forces of the
beam �using no microfluidic flow or specialist sample cham-
bers�. We question if these cells can be sorted by simply re-
lying on their intrinsic properties �specifically their size and
their refractive index�. Single cell migration assays were per-
formed by positioning a single particle or cell at ring 5 of the
Bessel beam pattern. The migration time for cells to be trans-
ported from ring 5 into the beam central core using the optical
force of the pattern was measured for various optical powers
and for many cell and microsphere populations.

In the first section, the migration times of microspheres in
the Bessel beam cell sorter are described as the refractive
index, and the size of sphere samples is varied. Next, the
migration times of native �unlabeled� cells in the beam are
examined to determine if the Bessel beam can be used to
separate cells without the need to prelabel cells of interest.
The blood cells—lymphocytes and erythrocytes—are exam-
ined in the first instance, and then HL60 human promyelo-
cytic leukaemia cells, and finally murine bone marrow cells
and murine hematopoietic progenitor/stem cells are tested. A
large difference in size or refractive index between cell types
is required for passive separation in the Bessel beam, and the
heterogeneity within or between most cell types tested does
not consist of large enough differences �in size or refractive
index� for separation to occur. To improve separation, micro-
spheres can be attached to cells of interest to change the over-
all size and refractive index of these cells. These microspheres
are biocompatible and will also work well within a microflu-
idic environment.

The attachment of a dielectric tag �silica microsphere� to
cells of interest and the enhanced movement of the cell-sphere
complex in the beam is described. The tagging of cells of
interest leads to the passive sorting of human promyelocytic

leukaemia cells and murine hematopoietic stem cells.

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�2
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.1 Microspheres in the Bessel Beam
icrospheres were used in the Bessel beam to indicate how

ariations in size and/or refractive index of particles influence
heir movement in the beam pattern. The migration times �the
ime for a particle to travel from ring 5 of the Bessel beam to
he central core� for many single microspheres of different
ize and refractive index are measured. The Bessel beam that
s used here is described in Sec. 3.1. All powers quoted in this
ork are the total beam power used, except when stated oth-

rwise. In this experiment, a beam power of 75 mW �mea-
ured at the laser output� is chosen so that microspheres travel
o the beam center and only then guide upward in the central
ore. At powers higher than 75 mW, some spheres will guide
rematurely �in the outer rings before reaching the central
ore�. The spheres guide vertically upward due to radiation
ressure from the upwardly directed beam.

Silica spheres of refractive index 1.4 �Bangs Laboratories,
nc., Fishers, IN, USA and G. Kisker GdR, Steinfurt, Ger-
any� and polymer microspheres of refractive index 1.59

Duke Scientific Corporation, Fremont, CA, USA� of 1, 5, 10,
nd 20 �m diameter are used, and the migration times for ten
pheres of each type were measured. The beam central core is
�m, with a ring thickness of around 2 �m and spacing

etween rings of around 1 �m. One micron and 5-�m-diam
pheres, of both silica and polymer, do not migrate toward the
eam center when placed initially at ring 5. The 1-�m
pheres are trapped in ring 5 and are guided upward within
ing 5 at 75 mW. 5-�m spheres are also trapped or locked in
etween rings 5 and 6. These spheres also guide upward at
5 mW, remaining trapped in ring 5. This “nonmigratory”
ehavior does not depend on material �in other words refrac-
ive index�, but is influenced by the size of the particles. In-
reasing � n �difference in refractive index between medium
nd particle� increases the potential well that the particle ex-
eriences, so if the particle is trapped or locked in to a ring, it
ill remain trapped, but more strongly.14

The migration times of 10- and 20-�m-diam spheres of

ig. 1 Mean migration times for silica or polymer microspheres of 10
r 20 �m in water to travel from ring 5 to the central core of a Bessel
eam of total power 75 mW.
ifferent refractive index can be seen in Fig. 1. There is no

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-
significant difference in migration time when the refractive
index is kept constant, but sphere diameter is doubled from
10 to 20 �m for either silica or polymer spheres. However,
comparing spheres of the same size but different refractive
index �material�, we do see a significant difference in the mi-
gration time. For silica spheres of 10 �m diam ��n=0.07�,
the average migration time is �51±18� s, whereas a polymer
sphere ��n=0.26� takes �7±1� s. A 20-�m silica sphere
takes �44±14� s, whereas the migration time for a polymer
sphere is �13±2� s.

In summary, we can use this information as an indicator
toward the movement of cells in the Bessel beam cell sorter.
Cells with a large difference in size �for example 2 and
10 �m diam� can be sorted, as the small cells will be trapped
in the outer rings as the 1- and 5-�m spheres were, and
10-�m cells will travel to the beam center, as the spheres did.
However, for cells that vary in size between 10 and 20 �m, or
are similar in size, separation may not occur. It is likely that in
a mixed population of cells there will not be large enough
differences in refractive index or size between populations, so
separation may not be possible. This is investigated experi-
mentally in the following section.

2.2 Native �Unlabeled� Cells in the Bessel Beam
Ideally, we wish to use the Bessel beam to sort cells in their
native �unlabeled� state and use only the intrinsic optical
properties of the native cells �size, refractive index, and scat-
tering� to achieve separation of different cell types in our
pattern of concentric rings. Using a similar single-cell migra-
tion assay used for the microspheres, we build up statistics of
the time it takes different cell types to travel in the beam from
ring 5 to the beam center. The cell types investigated were
erythrocytes and lymphocytes, the HL60 human promyelo-
cytic leukaemic cell line, and finally murine bone marrow and
hematopoietic progenitor/stem cells.

2.2.1 Cells of Different Size: Erythrocytes and
Lymphocytes

For single cell migration assays, sample chambers were filled
with either 20-�l erythrocytes or lymphocytes �approximately
2�104 cells� in media �RPMI 1640 plus 10% fetal calf serum
�FCS� and penicillin, streptomycin, and glutamine �P/S/G��
�see Sec. 3.3.1�.

Individual, spherically shaped lymphocytes were posi-
tioned at ring 5 of the Bessel beam and traveled toward the
central core, where they were eventually guided upward
within the nondiffracting core to the top of the sample cham-
ber. The time for cells to travel from ring 5 to the central core
was measured for at least 70 cells in each of three power
levels of 150, 350, and 550 mW. The velocities of lympho-
cytes traveling between successive rings for the three power
levels can be seen in Fig. 2. The cells experience a stronger
gradient force as they approach the central maximum, because
each ring has an equal optical power but ring size decreases
toward the beam center, therefore the intensity of each ring
increases toward the beam core. Many erythrocytes in a low-
power Bessel beam �150 mW� travel toward the beam center,
and their velocity also increases as they are drawn closer to
the beam core. However, they travel at a lower velocity than

the lymphocytes, and this can also be seen in Fig. 2. The

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�3
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urves drawn through the points illustrate that, in general, as
ymphocytes or erythrocytes are drawn closer to the central
ore their velocity increases with the exception of lympho-
ytes in the 350- and 550-mW beam traveling from the ring 4
o ring 3. We attribute this to a “hot spot” in the Bessel beam
hat traps the cells at ring 4 for an extended length of time. At
50 mW, the hot spot is not a deep enough potential well to
old the erythrocytes or the lymphocytes.

Raising the power from 150 to 350 mW does not result in
significant increase in lymphocyte velocity toward the cen-

er of the beam; however, increasing the power to 550 mW
oes. This is because raising the power to 550 mW leads to
ncreased thermal activation of the cells from the wells.

There have been many observations of erythrocytes held in
n optical trap and the effect of the light field on the cell.15–17

he erythrocytes are biconcave disks and are known to reori-
nt when held within an optical trap with their longest axis
ligned with the direction of beam propagation. Theoretical
tudies confirm this alignment behavior for erythrocytes in an
ptical trap.18 The behavior has also been interpreted as fold-
ng of the cell, rather than alignment.19 Erythrocytes trapped
n this way have been used as cellular rotors by rotating an
longated �TEM04� laser beam,15 by rotating the polarization
f a linearly polarized beam,20 in a hypertonic buffer where
he shape of the cell changes from biconcave to a meniscus
hape,21 and also by using circularly polarized light.22

When single erythrocytes were positioned at ring 5 in a
50-mW Bessel beam to measure the migration time, only
0% of cells measured travel all the way to the central core.
0% of the cells align in the first ring of the Bessel beam, and
further 20% in the second ring. Only the erythrocytes that

ravel to the beam core and align there are represented in Fig.
. At the two higher power levels of 350 and 550 mW, the
ajority of the cells aligned before reaching the beam center,

o instead of measuring migration time to the core, we mea-
ured the time taken for the cells to align and reorient only at

ig. 2 The mean velocity of lymphocytes traveling across the Bessel
eam from ring 5 to the central core for three power levels; 150, 350,
nd 550 mW. Also shown is the mean velocity of erythrocytes, trav-
ling from ring 5 until they reach the central core at 150 W.
hese two power levels, and in which ring they were locked in

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-
to. We moved the starting position of the cell from ring 5 to
ring 3 to determine if the position of the cell in the Bessel
beam pattern influences the time it needs to align and the
position of lock-in for 350 and 550 mW of Bessel beam
power.

At 150 mW, with the erythrocyte initially positioned at
ring 5, time to align in the beam is �84.0±6.8� s �and, as
mentioned before, 60% of these align in the core, 20% in ring
1, and 20% in ring 2�. From Table 1 it can be seen that at
350 mW, this time to align in any ring, when initially posi-
tioned at ring 5, is �28.4±3.6� s, and at 550 mW it takes
�23.5±3.1� s for an erythrocyte to align. By positioning the
cell closer to the Bessel beam central core, at ring 3, the
alignment time decreases. Reorientation and lock-in takes
�14.9±2.3� s in a 350-mW beam and �12.7±2.0� s in a beam
with total power of 550 mW. This shows that erythrocytes
will take longer to lock in to rings when lower powers are
used. It also takes erythrocytes longer to lock in if they are
activated further from the central core �i.e., ring 5 is farther
than ring 3�.

The location of alignment and lock-in of erythrocytes in
the Bessel beam can be seen in Table 2, and it shows that at
350 mW, 28% of the cells align in ring 3, 70% in ring 4, and
2% in ring 5, when the cells are intitially positioned in ring 5.
Notably, no cells are found locked into the central core, ring 1
or ring 2. When the cells are positioned in ring 3 �closer to the
beam central core�, we see that 20% of the cells align in ring
1 and 80% in ring 2. At a beam power of 550 mW and a
starting position of ring 5, 6% align in ring 3, 81% align in
ring 4, and 13% in ring 5 �a higher proportion of cells are
found in the outer rings as higher power is used�. At 550 mW
but with the cells placed at ring 3, we see 20% of cells reori-
ented and locked into ring 1, 60% in ring 2, and 20% in ring
3. In summary, at higher total power, in combination with the
cells being activated from the outer rings �placed at ring 5
rather than ring 3�, cells will align and lock-in farther from the
central core than if lower powers were used. In contrast, lym-
phocytes do not become locked in to any position until they
reach the central core at all the power levels investigated.

Therefore, when a Bessel beam of 550 mW is exposed to
a mixed sample of cells, the lymphocytes migrate along the
bottom of the sample chamber toward the beam core and
guide vertically upward when they reach the core, whereas the
erythrocytes migrate toward the core more slowly but align
and lock in to the outer rings of the Bessel beam, where they
vertically guide upward.

From ring 5, the lymphocytes take approximately 14 s to
4

Table 1 Mean time taken for erythrocytes to align �or lock in� to any
ring of the Bessel beam. Time of alignment is measured at two power
levels and for two starting positions �rings 5 and 3�.

Power �mW�

Time to align in any ring �seconds�

Cell at ring 5 Cell at ring 3

350 28.4±3.6 14.9±2.3

550 23.5±3.1 12.7±2.0
reach the beam core and guide, whereas the erythrocytes take

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�4
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pproximately 23 s to align �Table 1� and will lock into rings
, 4, and 5 �Table 2�, away from the beam core. It is worth
oting that if cells migrate from farther than ring 5, they lock
n to rings farther from the core than ring five in a 550-mW
eam. In addition, raising the total beam power above
50 mW for this experiment results in erythrocytes locking in
o rings farther from the central core, but also results in lym-
hocytes being guided in the outer rings instead of the central
ore, because radiation pressure from the outer rings in-
reases.

This section has demonstrated the use of the Bessel beam
attern for sorting cells in a mixed sample of erythrocytes and
ymphocytes. We have utilized the native properties of the
ells—their difference in size in this case. We note that 14 s
or one lymphocyte to be transported and separated from the
rythrocytes will not result in a high throughput cell sorting
evice for separating cells in their native state, but may be of
se for sorting small volumes of precious cells when only a
mall number of enriched cells need to be recovered for
ownstream processes.

.2.2 Cells of One Type: HL60 Cell Line
L60 cells �a human promyelocytic leukemia cell line� are an

xample of cells that are all functionally and morphologically
imilar, but can be described as a heterogeneous population,
s they vary in size �because they are at different stages of the
ell cycle�. These cells are used in the Bessel beam to deter-
ine if the variation in size of cells of a single type causes

hem to travel differently in the Bessel beam. Cells in the
L60 population ranged in diameter from 9 to 13 �m, with a
aussian distribution of size, the average diameter being

round 11 �m. The Bessel beam parameters used are de-
cribed in Sec. 3.1. The arrangement is slightly altered com-
ared to the previous experiment with erythrocytes and lym-
hocytes. The time taken for 100 individual cells of varying
iameter to cross the Bessel beam rings from ring 5 to the
entral core did not show any clear trend �data not shown�,
lthough minimum times to reach the beam center are ob-
erved for cells between 9.5 and 10.5 �m. This can be ex-
lained, as some cells are temporarily trapped in two or more
f the rings of the Bessel beam as they overlap an integer
umber of rings. These cells will not feel attracted toward the
ext ring of higher intensity until Brownian motion or thermal

Table 2 The location of erythrocyte alignmen
aligned and locked in to distinct regions of the B
power levels and for two starting positions �rings

Power �mW�
Beam location
Starting Ring Core R

150 5 60 2

350 3 — 2

5 — —

550 3 — 2

5 — —
ctivation allows them to progress forward toward the beam

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-
core. For example, a 9-�m cell might occupy three rings plus
the two spaces between the rings �8 �m� with a 0.5-�m
overhang on each side, and not be affected by the deeper
potential well on one side. On the other hand, larger cells may
not be trapped as strongly but might struggle to escape the
potential wells of the rings due to their greater mass and low
Brownian motion. However, this difference in time to travel
to the beam center is not sufficient to separate cells that differ
in size from 9 to 13 �m when Bessel beam rings have a
thickness of �2 �m and spacing between rings of �1 �m.
In this case, the Bessel beam cannot be used to separate cells
of different diameter belonging to a single cell line. We note
that it may be possible to separate smaller 9-�m-diam cells
from the larger cells by tailoring the Bessel beam ring size,
but the time for any separation to occur would be unpractical
for a cell sorter. A description of Bessel beam parameters
�e.g., ring size, central core diameter, and propagation dis-
tance� and how to control them can be found in Ref. 23.

In the next section, we examine other important cell types
in the Bessel beam: bone marrow cells and hematopoietic
progenitor/stem cells.

2.2.3 Cells of Similar Size But Different Type: Murine
Hematopoietic �Bone Marrow� Cells and
Hematopoietic Progenitor/Stem Cells

We have shown in Sec. 2.2.1 that the Bessel beam can sepa-
rate cells if they differ substantially in size �for example the
2-�m-thick erythrocytes and the 7-�m-diam lymphocytes�.
In addition, in Sec. 2.1 we have also shown that microspheres
show a range of migration times depending on size and on
refractive index of the particle.

We hypothesized earlier that differences between stem
cells and differentiated cells such as shape, density, cytoskel-
etal organization, nuclear shape, and membrane tension11–13

could also mean that stem cells and differentiated cells have
different optical properties such as size, scattering, or index of
refraction. Differences in refractive index between these cell
types could be utilized for cell sorting in the optical pattern of
a Bessel beam.

This was tested by positioning murine cells, collected from
the bone marrow �see Sec. 3.3.4�, and early progenitor/stem
cells, separated from the bone marrow cells using the Spinsep
cell enrichment procedure �see Sec. 3.3.5�, at ring 5 of the

ck in� in the Bessel beam. Percentage of cells
eam �central core and rings� measured at three
3�.

Ring 2 Ring 3 Ring 4 Ring 5

20 — — —

80 — — —

— 28 70 2

60 20 — —

— 6 81 13
t �or lo
essel b
5 and

ing 1

0

0

0

Bessel beam, and measuring the time for cells to travel to the
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eam, central core. The diameter of the bone marrow cells
as similar to that of the early hematopoietic progenitors

stem cells� �ranged from 6 to 8 �m with an average diam-
ter of 7 �m�. No trend was observed when cell diameter and
ime to travel in the beam were compared �data not shown�.
he average time taken for the two cell populations can be
een in Fig. 3 �the first two bars on each column� and show no
ignificant difference. The migration times of 20 individual
ells were measured for each power level. The mean time for
one marrow cells �which consist of many different cell
ypes� to travel from ring 5 to the central core in a 150-mW
eam is �293±78� s whereas it takes �410±153� s for stem
ells. In a 250-mW beam, bone marrow cells take a mean
ime of �239±76� s and stem cells take �289±101� s. These
alues for migration time are quite different than the time for
L60 cells, because the murine bone marrow cells were

ound to be stickier than other cell types, which resulted in a
arger overall migration time.

In summary, the Bessel beam can be used to separate cells
n their native state, as we have shown for erythrocytes and
ymphocytes, but this depends on the difference in size, be-
ween the two cell populations to be separated, being rela-
ively large. The smaller cells �erythrocytes� are trapped in
ndividual rings of the pattern; the other cells �lymphocytes�
re large enough to see the overall gradient force of the whole
attern, not individual rings, and migrate to the beam center.
his was also shown with small spheres �one and 5 �m� and

arge spheres �10 and 20 �m�. Work using microspheres also
howed that changing the size of the microsphere from
0 to 20 �m did not significantly change the migratory times
n the Bessel beam, but changing the refractive index �from
.4 to 1.59� did make a significant difference. These refractive
ndices are much higher than that of the cells �estimated to be
round 1.37 to 1.38�. The Bessel beam was not found to be
ensitive enough to separate cells of the HL60 cell line ac-

ig. 3 Mean time for cells in the Bessel beam to travel from ring 5 to
he beam central core. Cell types compared are murine bone marrow
ells �a mixed population�, murine hematopoietic progenitor/stem
ells �enriched from the bone marrow but still a mixed population�,
nd Sca1+ cells from the enriched population with silica spheres at-
ached. Two power levels of 150 and 250 mW of total Bessel beam
ower are compared.
ording to differences in size �cells from 9 to 13 �m diam�.
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Two different cell types that we hypothesized to have differ-
ent refractive indices, bone marrow cells and early hemato-
poietic progenitors �stem cells�, originating from the bone
marrow were also tested. Again, the Bessel beam was not
sensitive enough to exert significantly different optical forces,
thus migration times, on these cell types. Therefore it could
not be utilized as a cell sorter in this case.

2.3 Attachment of Spheres to Cells to Enhance
Sorting

Attaching a label �a silica microsphere� onto the surface of a
cell population of interest will change the overall refractive
index and size of a cell and, we hypothesize, decrease the
migration times of labeled cells thus enhance passive, flow-
free, cell sorting in the Bessel beam pattern. The migratory
times of labeled and native �unlabeled� cells in the Bessel
beam were measured, and differences in migration time be-
tween labeled and unlabeled cells were exploited for cell sort-
ing. The attachment of microspheres to cells is compatible
with microfluidics and is achievable with small amounts of
analyte. In addition, as we show later, cells grow and divide in
culture after sphere attachment, passive optical sorting, and
collection by microcapillary.

2.3.1 HL60 cells
HL60 cells were labeled with 5-�m-diam silica spheres �see
Sec. 3.3.3� to modify the shape, scattering, and refractive in-
dex of the cells. The resulting movement of the two cell types
�HL60 cells and HL60 cells with a silica sphere of 5 �m
diam attached� at two power levels �150 and 250 mW of total
Bessel beam power� are presented in Fig. 4. The migration
times of 100 unlabeled cells and 50 labeled cells were mea-
sured. Attaching a silica sphere to a cell reduces the time for
the cell to travel from ring 5 into the central core. An unat-
tached cell takes a mean time of �184±61� s to travel in a
150-mW beam, whereas a cell with a silica sphere attached

Fig. 4 Mean migration times for HL60 cells and HL60 cells plus silica
sphere attached in the Bessel beam, measured for 150 and 250 mW
of total Bessel beam power.
takes a mean time of �65±16� s. At a higher beam power of
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50 mW, the unlabeled cells take �105±64� s, and cells with
pheres attached take only �52±29� s. At both power levels,
he attachment of a silica sphere reduces the time taken for a
ell to travel from ring 5 to the central core by at least 50%.
erely increasing the total beam power from 150 to 250 mW

eads to unlabeled cells migrating in 105 s instead of 184 s
43% reduction in time�, and labeled cells migrating in 52 s
nstead of 65 s �20% reduction in migration time�. We at-
ribute this larger reduction in migration time of unlabeled
ells to the increased thermal activation of the unlabeled cells
ue to the increase optical power, whereas the larger mass of
he labeled cells means that they do not react as strongly to
ny heating at these powers. �It will take higher optical pow-
rs to thermally activate these larger complexes from the
essel beam rings�.

Guiding time was measured on ten unlabeled and ten la-
eled cells. The average time for a cell to be guided a vertical
istance of 160 �m upward in the central core of a 150-mW
eam is 37 s. With a sphere attached, the cells are guided the
ame distance in 6 s. Guiding of cells with spheres attached in
he 250-mW beam often occurs before the cell-sphere com-
lex reaches the beam central core, whereas unlabeled cells
re only seen to guide once they have reached the central
ore.

Enhanced movement, from ring 5 to the central core of the
essel beam, of a cell-sphere complex is primarily the result
f a greater difference in refractive index between the cell-
phere complex and the surrounding medium, compared to
he refractive index difference between an unlabeled cell and
he medium. Cell-sphere complexes experience a stronger
radient force across the whole Bessel beam pattern due to
heir higher overall refractive index than the unlabeled cells.
he cell-sphere complexes are also guided more rapidly than
nlabeled cells, as spheres experience stronger radiation pres-
ure due to increased scattering in the direction opposite to
eam propagation.

.3.2 Hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells
e were unable to separate unlabeled early hematopoietic

rogenitor/stem cells from bone marrow cells using the Bessel
eam and the intrinsic properties of the cells �differences in
efractive index�. To overcome this problem, we can label a
ubset of progenitors, the Sca1+ stem cell population with
icrospheres, to achieve a spatial separation within the Bessel

eam pattern of murine bone marrow cells and this Sca1+

tem cell subtype found within the bone marrow population.
ilica spheres were attached to a subpopulation of the sepa-
ated, enriched, early progenitors �the Sca1+ cells� using an
ntibody to the Sca1+ cell surface marker �see Sec. 3.3.6�.
hese cells were similarly placed in the Bessel beam and the
ean migration time for these cell-sphere complexes to travel

re represented in the third bar of the two sections of Fig. 3.
0 labeled Sca1+ cells were measured for both power levels.
n a 150-mW Bessel beam, it takes �30±13� s seconds for
he cell sphere to travel from ring 5 to the beam central core
nd in a 250-mW Bessel beam, the mean time is �26±9� s.
his is approximately 10% of the time it takes for unlabeled
ells to travel. Interestingly, increasing the laser power from
50 to 250 mW does not significantly decrease migration

ime of the cell-sphere complex. The guiding due to radiation
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pressure acting on the cell-sphere complexes was similar to
that described before for the HL60 cell-sphere complexes. We
note that the effect of attaching a 5-�m-diam silica micro-
sphere to the Sca1+ stem cells has a larger effect on migration
time than attaching the spheres to HL60 cells. The HL60 cells
in a 150-mW beam take 184 s to travel from ring 5 to the
center. With a sphere attached this time is reduced to 65 s. An
unlabeled stem cell has an average migration time of 410 s,
and this is reduced to 30 s when a sphere is attached to the
cell. We believe that attaching spheres to the Sca1+ cells made
them less prone to sticking to the sample chamber, and this
contributed to the decreased migration time. Another much
less important factor may be the difference in size of the
cell-sphere complex since stem cells are, in general, smaller
that HL60 cells, the stem cell-sphere complex may travel
faster than the HL60-sphere complex due to the resulting
overall size of the cell-sphere complex.

In summary, the separation of cell types �or particles� in
our Bessel beam arrangement is possible if the difference in
size is relatively large �erythrocytes and lymphocytes� or the
difference in refractive index is large �polymer and silica mi-
crospheres�. However, for cells where the difference in size or
refractive index is not large enough �HL60 cell line or bone
marrow containing many cell types including stem cells�, one
way to achieve optical separation in the Bessel beam is to
label cells of interest with a particle that will change the size
and refractive index of those cells—a silica microsphere label.
This significantly decreases the migration times of the labeled
cells in the Bessel beam pattern of circularly symmetric rings
around a central maximum. We use the improved migration
and guiding velocities of labeled cells in the Bessel beam to
sort them from the unlabeled population in a simple chamber
without any fluid flow. The attachment of the microspheres is
also compatible with a microfluidic environment. It can be
used with a small volume of analyte and, as can be seen in the
next section, does not impair cell growth or function.

2.4 Cell Collection and Viability
We have detailed the movement of many cell types in the
Bessel beam sorter and now go on to examine the properties
of the cells collected from the Bessel beam. First, we report
the recovery of early progenitor cells �stem cells� following
Spin Sep separation �StemCell Technologies SARL, London,
UK� and the fold concentration of the various cell populations
in the enriched fraction. Cells are exposed to the continuous
wave laser irradiation of the optical pattern for more than a
few seconds, so there is a chance of laser-induced damage.
Procedures to determine cell viability after sorting are also
reported here.

2.4.1 Hematopoietic colony assays
The cell yield following Spin Sep separation was
�2.13±0.49�%. The fold concentration of the various cell
populations was x�11.8±1.6� for the colony forming unit-
granulacyte, macrophage �CFU-GM—committed progenitors
to the granulocyte macrophage lineage�; x�11.6±2.2� for the
blast forming unit- erythroid �BFU-E—erythroid progenitors�
plus colony forming unit- granulocyte, erythrocyte, macroph-

age, megakaryocyte �CFU-GEMM—multipotential stem
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ells� populations; and x�16±2.4� for the total progenitor
opulation.

.4.2 Cell collection
ells that traveled into the central maximum of the Bessel
eam were collected using a pulled capillary �described in
ec. 3.2�. The capillary was positioned nearby the beam cen-

ral maximum. The easiest way to collect cells was by moving
he sample stage �which moved the sample and the capillary
ogether� as the cell was actively guiding, so that cells were
aptured by the capillary as they were guiding. The capillary
as then gently removed and cells were flushed out, with

resh medium using a 25-g needle and 1-ml syringe, into a
ulture plate. Cells subsequently grew, indicating that they
ere viable. An alternative was to attach the capillary to a
0-�l microsyringe linked to a pump and to suck the cells

ig. 5 Ten HL60 cells with silica spheres attached, collected in a
ulled microcapillary filled with 0.1% trypan blue after Bessel beam
orting. As cell-sphere complexes are guided upward within the cen-
ral core of the Bessel beam due to radiation pressure, the sample
tage and capillary are moved together so that the cell sphere is col-
ected in the capillary. The cells are exposed to the central core of the
00-mW beam for 60 s, then left in the presence of trypan blue for
our minutes to allow any uptake of the dye. After 4 min, the cells
ave not turned blue, indicating that the cell membrane has not been
endered permeable by laser irradiation or capillary collection. �Color
nline only.�
rom the beam central maximum into the capillary and use the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-
pump in reverse to extrude the cells from the capillary into a
collection chamber.

2.4.3 Viability of HL60 cells
The viability of cells was tested using various assays: the
trypan blue exclusion assay, in-vitro colony growth, growth in
liquid medium, and Caspase 3 immunostaining. Figure 5
shows the trypan blue exclusion assay. Ten HL60 cells with
microspheres attached were collected in a microcapillary as
described earlier. Each cell was exposed to the 500-mW
Bessel beam for approximately 60 s each, as they were indi-
vidually guided upward toward the capillary entrance and
then maneuvred into the microcapillary by translating the mi-
croscope stage. The Bessel beam consisted of 20 rings �in-
cluding the central core�, therefore the central maximum and
each ring was 25 mW. A cell of diameter 10 �m was exposed
to the central maximum and the first ring of the Bessel beam
as it was guided up toward the capillary entrance and then
maneuvred into the capillary. The intensity of the beam in this
region was calculated to be 0.6 mW/�m2. The capillary was
filled with 0.1% trypan blue in medium, and once all ten cells
were collected, they were left in the presence of trypan blue
for four minutes to allow any uptake. The cells were not per-
meable to the dye, thus confirming that the cell membranes
remained intact and cells were viable after exposure to the
Bessel beam and collection by microcapillary.

Cells collected in the microcapillary �this time without try-
pan blue present� were flushed out into 200-�l fresh medium
and grown both in liquid culture where the population prolif-
erated and cloned in soft agar where colonies formed. This is
described in Sec. 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, respectively. Figures
6�a�–6�c� show examples of colonies of HL60 cells after
Bessel beam sorting three weeks after collection, and Fig.
6�d� shows the normal morphology of cytospun cells picked
from a similar colony.

A further test was carried out for the detection of Caspase
3, a key enzyme in the apoptotic pathway, and is described in
Sec. 3.5.4. Normal HL60 cells �negative control�, sorted
HL60 cells with spheres attached, and HL60 cells that had
been treated with 50-�M H2O2 for three hours �positive
control�24 were all immunostained to detect Caspase 3. Nega-
tive controls were taken straight from the culture flask before
testing. Sorted cells were passed through the Bessel beam,
collected in a microcapillary, extruded into a 200-�l well,
grown for two weeks in the well, and then transferred to a

Fig. 6 Examples of cloned HL60 cells following collection from the
Bessel beam cell sorter. �a� Unstained HL60 colony, three weeks after
Bessel beam sorting �phase contrast image�. Scale bar is 0.1 mm. �b�
Colony stained with vital dye �INT�. Scale bar is 0.1 mm. �c� Colony
stained with Rapid Diff. Scale bar is 0.1 mm. �d� Cytospin preparation
of an HL60 colony stained with Rapid Diff to illustrate normal mor-
phology of the cells. Scale bar is 20 �m.
tissue culture flask for one further week, then tested. Positive
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ontrols were treated with H2O2 in a culture flask then har-
ested after 3 h. The results can be seen in Fig. 7. Normal
ells �Fig. 7�a�� and the Bessel beam sorted cells �sample 1 in
ig. 7�b� and sample 2 in Fig. 7�c�� all show a small amount
f background green fluorescence but no fluorescence of the
uorescein isothiocyanate �FITC� label, which would indicate
poptosis by highlighting the Caspase 3 in the cells. The blue
tain is 4’-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole �DAPI�, a nuclear
ounter stain. In contrast, some cells that were treated with
2O2 �Fig. 7�d�� show strong green fluorescence, indicating

hat they are undergoing apoptosis. In addition to this, in the
ame cells the DAPI stain shows nuclear fragmentation in-
tead of intact nuclei—another indication of apoptosis.

In summary, trypan blue exclusion of sorted cells, growth
f sorted cells in both liquid culture and in soft agar, and the
egative results of the Caspase 3, assay lead us to believe that
ells undergoing optical sorting in the Bessel beam and col-
ection by microcapillary are viable, and they grow and rep-
icate as normally functional HL60 cells.

Methods
.1 Bessel Beam
he Bessel beam can be considered a self-renewing interfer-
nce pattern, which consists of a propagation invariant �’non-
iffracting’� profile and the central core that propagates for a
istance much greater than the Raleigh range of a Gaussian
eam of waist diameter equal to the radius of the Bessel beam
entral maximum. The central maximum is surrounded by a
eries of concentric rings of equal power. The size of the
entral maximum, ring size, and propagation distance can be
ailored as desired.23 An approximation to a Bessel beam was
sed in this work to induce the movement of cell types and
icrospheres across the pattern of concentric rings toward the

eam central core.
Our separation of lymphocytes and erythrocytes was per-

ormed using a beam created by passing an expanded Gauss-
an beam from an Nd:YVO4 laser operating at 1064 nm of
ower up to 1 W through a conically shaped optical element
alled an axicon.25 The beam was telescoped into a sample
hamber from below to obtain a vertically oriented Bessel

ig. 7 Examples of HL60 cells immunostained for the presence of
aspase 3, a key enzyme in apoptosis. Caspase 3 is detected using a
ITC conjugated antibody �green� and can only be seen in �d�. Nuclei
re stained blue with DAPI. �a� Normal HL60 negative control, �b�
ample 1 of Bessel beam sorted and capillary collected cells, �c�
ample 2 of Bessel beam sorted and capillary collected cells, and �d�
ositive control-HL60 cells exposed to H2O2. Only in the positive,
2O2 treated control are green cells, hence apoptosis, observed.

cale bar is 10 �m �color online only�.
eam. The beam had a central core diameter of 5.0 �m and a

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-
propagation distance of approximately 3 mm. The beam con-
sisted of 20 concentric rings of equal power around the central
maximum.

A Bessel beam with different parameters was used for all
other experiments �microsphere migration, migration of unla-
beled HL60 cells and bone marrow cells, and also of labeled
cells in the final results section�. The output from an Nd:YAG
laser �of wavelength 1064 nm and a maximum power of
1.7 W� was passed through an axicon and two lenses �f1
=500 mm, f2=38 mm� to form a vertical Bessel beam of
propagation distance 2.38 mm. The diameter of the central
core was 4 �m and the ring thickness was 2 �m, with spac-
ing between concentric rings of one micron. Power is mea-
sured at the laser output.

3.2 Microcapillaries and Sample Chambers
Borosilicate glass capillaries �Harvard Apparatus Limited,
Kent, United Kingdom� were pulled to an outer diameter of
approximately 20 �m, and inner diameter of about 10 �m
using a Narishige microelectrode puller �Intracel, Herts,
United Kingdom�. These drawn capillaries were used in com-
bination with sample chambers to collect the cells that were
trapped in the Bessel beam central core and subsequently
guided up into the capillary.

Sample chambers consisted of a type-one thickness cover-
slip of dimensions 0.13 to 0.17 mm thick�22�50 mm,
coated in Sigmacoat �Sigma-Aldridge, Dorset, UK� to prevent
cells sticking to the glass, a vinyl spacer of thickness 80 �m,
and a second coverslip of dimensions 0.13 to 0.17�18
�18 mm on top. The microcapillaries were filled with culture
medium and easily inserted into the sample chambers via a
groove cut into the vinyl spacer. They were either sealed at
the end with jewelers putty or linked to a 10-�l microsyringe
�Hamilton, Reno, NV, USA� and pump �Picoplus, Harvard
Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA�.

3.3 Cell Preparation
The following section describes the preparation of various cell
populations for use in the Bessel beam cell sorter. Erythro-
cytes and lymphocytes, HL60 cells, murine bone marrow and
early progenitor cells, and the attachment of spheres to some
of these cell types, are detailed.

3.3.1 Erythrocytes and lymphocytes
5 ml of venous blood was collected in a heparinized tube. The
anticoagulated blood was layered onto an equal volume of
Histopaque-1077 �Sigma-Aldrich� and centrifuged at 400
�g at room temperature for 30 min. Erythrocytes and granu-
locytes in the sample aggregated and were sedimented,
whereas lymphocytes and other mononuclear cells remained
at the plasma-Histopaque-1077 interface. The upper plasma
layer was removed by aspiration with a Pasteur pipette and
discarded. The interface layer containing the mononuclear
cells was transferred to a clean tube. 10 ml of RPMI 1640
medium, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum �FCS�,
penicillin �50 U/ml�, streptomycin �50 �g/ml�, and
glutamine �2 mM� �P/S/G�, was added, and the sample was
centrifuged at 250�g at room temperature for 10 min. The
supernatant was aspirated and discarded; the pellet of cells

was resuspended and washed again in RPMI 1640 medium
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plus 10%FCS and P/S/G�. The supernatant was discarded and
he cells resuspended in medium at a concentration of 1

106 cells per ml.
1 ml of pelleted erythrocytes was taken from the Histo-

aque sample, washed twice in 10-ml RPMI 1640 medium
plus FCS and P/S/G�, and was resuspended in medium such
hat the final concentration of erythrocytes was 1

107 cells per ml.
For cell sorting experiments, 18 �l of lymphocytes �ap-

roximately 2�104 cells� and 2 �l of erythrocytes �again,
pproximately 2�104 cells� were mixed together in a sample
hamber and exposed to the Bessel beam.

.3.2 HL60 cell line
he HL60 promyelocytic cell line was maintained in RPMI
640 medium supplemented with 10% FCS and P/S/G. For
essel beam sorting experiments, cells were used at a concen-

ration of approximately 1�106 cells/ml.

.3.3 Labeling HL60 cells with antibody-coated
beads

5 �l of 5 �m diam, streptavidin-coated microspheres �1%
olid� �Bangs Laboratories, Inc.� were washed by centrifuga-
ion three times, the first two washes in PBS and the final
ash in 3% BSA �bovine serum albumin�/PBS, for 10 min

ach time at 1200 g. The pellet of spheres was resuspended in
-ml 3% BSA/PBS and added to CD33 biotinylated mono-
lonal antibody �Abcam, Cambridge, UK� to a final concen-
ration of 1:1000. �CD33, a cell surface glycoprotein, is found
n granulocyte and macrophage precursors and is present on
he surface of HL60 cells, a human promyelocytic leukemia
ell line�. After incubation for 30 min at room temperature
ith gentle mixing, the sphere-antibody complex was washed
y centrifugation three times at 1200 g for 10 min. The sec-
nd wash with 1-ml phosphate buffered saline �PBS� and the
hird wash with 3% BSA/PBS. The pellet was resuspended in
-ml 3% BSA/PBS to a concentration of approximately 1
106 cells/ml.
HL60 cells were washed by centrifugation for 5 min at

00 g, and 1 ml of sphere-CD33 antibody complex in 3%
SA/PBS �approximately 1�106 spheres/ml� was added to

he cell pellet. After incubation for 30 min at room tempera-
ure with gentle mixing, cell-sphere complexes were washed
wice in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FCS
nd finally resuspended in 1 ml to use with the Bessel beam.
pheres were not removed from the cells after sorting, and it

s shown in Sec. 3.5 that cells proliferated in both liquid cul-
ure and in soft agar as normal.

.3.4 Bone marrow �hematopoietic� cells and
hematopoietic early progenitor/stem cells

ell suspensions were prepared from the femoral bone mar-
ow of C57BL/6 female mice. The femoral marrow was re-
oved by flushing the medullary cavity with RPMI 1640

upplemented with 2% FCS. Following production of a single
ell suspension by gently pipetting the cells, the bone marrow
uspension was enriched for the stem and progenitor fraction

sing Spin Sep �StemCell Technologies Incorporated�.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-1
3.3.5 Spin sep hematopoieticc ell enrichment
procedure

Murine bone marrow cells were centrifuged for 10 min at
200 g and resuspended to a concentration of approximately
5�107 cells/ml in RPMI 1640 medium, supplemented with
2% FCS. The sample was enriched for mouse early progeni-
tors �the fraction that includes stem cells� using the Spin Sep
enrichment procedure. 10 �l of monoclonal antibody cocktail
was added to the 1-ml suspension, targeting unwanted cells
for depletion. The sample was incubated on ice for 15 min
then washed by centrifugation with RPMI 1640 plus 2% FCS
for 10 min at 200 g. The cell pellet was resuspended in 2-ml
medium, 250 �l of Spin Sep dense particles were added, then
the sample was incubated on ice for 20 min and occasionally
mixed. After incubation, 6 ml of RPMI 1640 medium plus
2% FCS was added to the 2-ml sample, mixed, and then
layered on top of 4-ml Spin Sep density medium. This was
centrifuged for 10 min at 1200 g with the brake off until the
dense, unwanted cells formed a pellet and the enriched cells
were found on the Spin Sep density medium: RPMI 1640/2%
FCS interface. Enriched progenitors were removed by pipet-
ting from the interface and washed by centrifugation in 10-ml
medium for 10 min at 200 g.

3.3.6 Labeling hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells
with antibody-coated bBeads

After separation of hematopoietic progenitors from murine
bone marrow, using the Spin Sep kit �Sec. 3.3.5� and then
washing, enriched cells were resuspended in 1.5-ml RPMI
1640/2% FCS. Cells were washed by centrifugation at 200 g
for 10 min to create a pellet. Sca1 primary antibody �Abcam,
United Kingdom� was resuspended in 1-ml 3% BSA/PBS to a
final concentration of 1:1000�, and then added to the pellet of
enriched cells and incubated for 30 min with gentle mixing at
room temperature. The streptavidin-coated microspheres were
brought to room temperature, vortexed for 20 s then 25 �l �of
stock containing 1% solid� was washed twice in 250-�l PBS,
and then in 3% BSA/PBS for 10 min at 1200 g to create a
pellet of spheres. A secondary antibody, Rat IgG H and L
�biotin� �Abcam, United Kingdom� in 1-ml 3% BSA/PBS at a
concentration of 1:1000, was added to the pellet of spheres
and incubated for 30 min with gentle mixing. The cell-Sca1
antibody complex was washed twice in 1-ml PBS, then in
1-ml 3% BSA/PBS at 200 g for 10 min.

The streptavidin sphere-biotinylated secondary antibody
was washed twice in 1-ml PBS, then in 1-ml 3% BSA/PBS at
1200 g for 10 min. This was resuspended in 1-ml 3% BSA/
PBS, added to the pellet of cell-Sca1 antibody complex, and
incubated for 30 min with gentle mixing. Cell-sphere com-
plexes were washed twice by centrifugation in RPMI
1640/10% FCS and P/S/G at 200 g for 5 min, and finally
resuspended in 1-ml RPMI 1640/10% FCS and P/S/G.

3.4 Hematopoietic Colony Assays

Colony assays of murine bone marrow cells and the enriched
fraction of early progenitors/stem cells were used to deter-

mine the number of constituent cell types within the samples.
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.4.1 GM-CFC assay
ll GM-CFC assays were performed in 1-ml cultures in Lux
etri dishes supplemented with 0.2 ml of L929 conditioned
edium as a source of growth factors. 1 ml of bone marrow

ells at an appropriate cell concentration �approximately 4
104 cells per dish before separation� was added to 8 ml of

ulbecco’s modified eagle medium �DMEM� supplemented
ith 20% horse serum �HS� and penicillin �50 U/ml�, strep-

omycin �50 �g/ml�, and glutamine �2 mM� followed by
ml of melted 0.3% Bacto agar. Following mixing, 1 ml was

lated into the dish and allowed to gel. The plates were incu-
ated at 37 °C in 10% CO2 and an air-humidified atmosphere
or 7 days before counting colonies.

.4.2 CFU-GEMM and BFU-E assays
ssays for CFU-GEMM and BFU-E were carried out accord-

ng to the manufacturer’s instructions �Stem Cell Technolo-
ies, Vancouver, Canada�. Appropriate numbers of bone mar-
ow cells �approximately 104 cells per dish before separation
nd 103 cells per dish after separation� were added to Meth-
cult medium �M3434� and 1.1 ml transferred to each culture
ish. After 12 days incubation at 37 °C in 5% CO2 and an
ir-humidified atmosphere, the dishes were scored for CFU-
EMM, BFU-E, and total colony numbers.

.5 Viability Assays
number of tests were performed to check that sorted cells

hat had been exposed to Bessel beam irradiation and col-
ected then extruded from a microcapillary were viable. Try-
an blue exclusion shows that the cell membrane is intact,
herefore cells are not undergoing necrosis, whereas if cells
urned blue it would indicate that the normally membrane-
mpermeable dye is getting into the cell through the ruptured

embrane. Expansion of cell numbers in liquid culture and
he formation of colonies in soft agar are both evidence of the
ells’ ability to grow and proliferate as normal. Immunostain-
ng for cleaved Caspase 3 showed if cells were undergoing
poptosis as a result of laser irradiation of collection in a
icrocapillary.

.5.1 Trypan blue exclusion assay
he microcapillary used for collection of sorted cells is filled
ith 0.1% trypan blue in medium. Cells are maneuvred into

he capillary as they are guiding in the Bessel beam central
ore by moving the translation stage on which the sample sits.
he capillary is moved horizontally into the vertical path of

he guiding cell, thus capturing the cell. This is repeated about
en times so that cells can be monitored in real time for any
rypan blue uptake of sorted cells.

.5.2 Cell growth in liquid culture
orted and collected cells were extruded from a microcapil-

ary using a micropump into 200 �l of fresh media �RPMI
640 supplemented with 10% FCS and PSG� in a 96 well
late. Cells were grown at 37 °C in 10% CO2 and air humidi-
ed atmosphere for 7 days, and then transferred to a T25

issue culture flask containing 5-ml fresh media, where the

opulation proliferated normally for another three weeks.
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3.5.3 Soft agar colonies
HL60 cells with microspheres attached, which were sorted
and collected, were extruded from a microcapillary using a
micropump into 200 �l of fresh media �RPMI 1640 supple-
mented with 10% FCS and PSG� in a 96 well plate. Cells
were grown at 37 °C in 10% CO2 and an air-humidified at-
mosphere overnight, and then used in a soft agar colony assay.
0.5% agar was made by dissolving 5% molten agar in me-
dium. This was transferred into a 60-mm petri dish and left
for 5 min at room temperature to set, then 0.3% agar contain-
ing cells was layered on top. 0.3% agar containing the sorted
cells was prepared by dissolving 3% molten agar in medium,
then adding the sample of cells that had grown in the 200-�l
well overnight. The 0.3% molten agar medium mixture con-
taining cells was added in a drop-wise manner onto the layer
of 0.5% agar, which had been left at room temperature for
5 min to set. Dishes are left for 14 days until colonies appear.

3.5.4 Apoptosis detection: Caspase 3
immunofluorescence

Activation of Caspase 3, a key initiator in apoptosis, was
tested for in the sorted HL60 cells using immunofluorescence.
The detection of Caspase 3 would show that the sorted cells
were undergoing programmed cell death.

As a negative control we used normal HL60 cells straight
from the incubator �neither exposed to the Bessel beam nor
collected by microcapillary�, and as a positive control for apo-
ptosis we treated HL60 cells with 50-�M H2O2 for 3 h.25

Cells collected after Bessel beam sorting were grown in
200-�l media in a 96 well plate for 1 week and then trans-
ferred to a T25 tissue culture flask, and then grown for an-
other 2 weeks to bulk up the number of cells.

Cells were cytospun for five minutes at 800 rpm onto mi-
croscope slides, resulting in the cells occupying a circular area
of 5 mm diam. Cells were fixed by dipping the slides into 4%
formaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature then left to air
dry. Using a wax pen, a well was made around the fixed cells
in which 40 �l of liquid could be added for immunofluores-
cence. Cells were blocked in 5% donkey serum �Sigma� �in
PBS/0.3%Triton-X100� for 10 min at room temperature. This
was aspirated and the polyclonal cleaved Caspase-3 antibody
�Cell Signalling� was added at a 1:100 dilution �in PBS/
Triton� and left overnight at 4 °C. After incubation with a
primary antibody, cells were rinsed three times with PBS for
5 min each time, and the secondary antibody-FITC-
conjugated donkey antirabbit �Jackson ImmunoReseach
Laboratories� also in PBS/Triton was added at a 1:100 dilu-
tion and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in the dark.
Cells were washed three times in PBS for 5 min each time,
then mounted with Vectasheild mounting medium containing
DAPI counterstain and a coverslip placed on top, then sealed.
Slides were examined using a Zeiss Axioscope microscope
using the DAPI and FITC filters.

4 Discussion
The ’nondiffracting’ light beam pattern of a Bessel beam, con-
sisting of circularly symmetric rings around a bright central
maximum, was used as a passive optical cell sorter in a flow-

free environment. Multiple cell types were investigated in this
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tudy to determine if unlabeled “native” cells could be sorted
ue to differences in their intrinsic optical properties alone.
e explored the all-optical sorting potential of the Bessel

eam initially by using microspheres of varying size and re-
ractive index. Changing the size of particles did not signifi-
antly transform their migration time in the beam �unless
phere size was matched to ring size, thus trapping the sphere
way from the center�, but increasing refractive index of the
icrosphere reduced the time of migration from ring 5 to the

entral core significantly. To determine the limits of the Bessel
eam for sorting cells in their native, unlabeled state, we per-
ormed experiments on three distinct cell populations; blood
ells �containing two populations—erythrocytes and lympho-
ytes�, the HL60 cell line �one cell type�, and bone marrow
ells �consisting of many types, including the precious he-
atopoietic stem cells or early progenitors�. It was found that:

. the Bessel beam could separate erythrocytes and lympho-
ytes due to their large difference in size; 2. HL60 cells,
hich varied in size from 9 to 13 �m, could not be separated
y size; and 3. different cell types in the bone marrow,
hought to have different refractive indices due to such differ-
nt functionality, could not be separated in the Bessel beam. It
s unlikely that many cell types of interest to biologists and
linicians will have a significant difference in size or refrac-
ive index, which can be used for passive optical sorting. To
tilize the Bessel beam pattern as a passive, flow-free, optical,
ell sorter �to sort the stem cells from bone marrow, and other
ell types that do not have large size differences like erythro-
ytes and lymphocytes, or as different in refractive index as
ilica and polymer microspheres�, we must label our cells of
nterest. Labeling cells with microspheres, in a marker-
pecific manner, results in our cells of interest having an al-
ered overall size and refractive index. This leads to a signifi-
ant reduction in the migration time of the cell-sphere
omplex in the beam compared to unlabeled cells in their
ative state, thus cell separation. We have additionally shown
ow the sorting, collection, then recovery of HL60 cells that
pheres attached results in cells which function and grow
ormally.

There are many advantages of using the gradient force of
ight within an optical pattern to sort cells. The Bessel beam
elies on no fluid flow and the sample chamber used in con-
unction with the Bessel beam is a very simple design. No

icrofluidic pumps are required, and there is no hydrody-
amic focusing of the cells as is present in fluorescently acti-
ated cell sorting �FACS�, which results in less mechanical
tress on the cells caused by fluidic shear.

In contrast to traditional cell sorting methods, microliter
olumes and low cell numbers are used in the Bessel beam
orting technique, which is useful if one is using clinical
amples or precious cell lines that cannot be easily expanded
nto large populations. Only a few cells are sufficient for

any downstream applications such as in-vitro cloning or
olymerase chain reaction �PCR�.

Imaging modalities in microscopes are already well estab-
ished and the ability to engineer a Bessel beam, or indeed any
-D optical pattern, into a microscope may lead to a new
eneration of workstations providing multifunctionality �im-
ging and cell sorting� in a single microscope. Coupling
essel beam sorting with Raman spectroscopy26 or fluores-

ence for multiparameter analysis of a sorted cell sample is

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054017-1
also feasible in such a workstation. A probe, such as a Raman
beam or fluorescence excitation beam, or a beam for cell
photoporation,27 can be sent through the imaging microscope
objective and used for further analysis or treatment of cells
undergoing passive sorting in the Bessel beam.

We have shown in this study of multiple cell types that
only certain cell types can be sorted in the Bessel beam pat-
tern without prior labeling. Erythrocytes and lymphocytes are
separated according to their difference in size. Many other
interesting and important cell types do not intrinsically have
large enough differences in either size or refractive index to
undergo passive sorting in the pattern.

Cell types of interest can be labeled with silica spheres to
increase the overall refractive index of the cell and decrease
the migration time of cell-sphere complexes in the Bessel
beam pattern compared to unlabeled cells. This difference in
response to optical forces between cells labeled with micro-
spheres and cells in their native, unlabeled state is exploited in
this work to achieve noncontact, flow-free, passive sorting
within the simple optical pattern of a Bessel beam.
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